Abstract

In wired networks, building reliable and secured network connections is becoming extremely important. Security and Routing in wired networks remain challenging problem due to the complexity involved such as improper path discovery, congestion, network traffic and delay. In this paper, we first analyze the vulnerabilities for networks under different types of attacks.
Then, we propose an Authentication and key assignment protocol to hierarchical routing to overcome those vulnerabilities with the security functionality to prevent malicious attacks. Hence, both Security and routing analysis is provided for Hierarchical Network Routing using Authentication and Integrity, and Key Assignment protocol. A class of continuous metrics to evaluate the vulnerability as a function of security and routing protocols used in networks has been formulated. Joint analysis of Security and Routing is used as it reveals the weaknesses in the network that remain undetected when Security and Routing protocols are analyzed independently. Interleaving has also been considered to increase performance. Performance metrics such as Packet Delivery Fraction, End-to-End Delay, and Packet Loss are considered.
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